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ABSTRACT
Calibration of a High Energy Neutron Detector
Richard Douglas Felder
The detection efficiency of a large cylindrical block
of NE-102 scintillator was measured for neutrons with ener¬
gies from 200 to 500 MeV.

The experimental teèhnique em¬

ployed quasi-free p-n and p-p scattering from p-d breakup at
800 MeV and relied on the spectator model description of
these processes.

The measured efficiencies are 15% to 40%

larger than the best calculated efficiencies and show an in¬
creasing deviation with neutron energy.

The observed dis¬

crepancies are explained in terms of nuclear in-scattering
and possible deficiencies in the spectator model.

Several

changes in the experimental apparatus and technique are sug¬
gested to improve the efficiency measurement.
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I.

A.

INTRODUCTION

General
A basic problem in the use of scintillation counters

to detect neutrons is the determination of the detection
efficiency.

The detection efficiency of a neutron counter

is the probability that an incident neutron of a given energy
will produce a signal enabling its presence to be detected.
In scintillators neutrons are detected by the production of
charged particles from interactions between incident neutrons
and scintillation nuclei.

The neutrons must transfer suffi¬

cient energy to the charged particles so that the resulting
scintillation light produces a photomultiplier signal above
the electronic detection threshold.

In general, the efficien¬

cy of a neutron counter depends upon the neutron energy, the
electronic detection threshold, and upon the size, hhape, and
type of scintillator.
For greatest accuracy it is usually necessary to cali¬
brate a neutron counter experimentally, using a neutron flux
whose spatial, energy, and angular distributions approximate
those to be used in subsequent experiments.

The goal of the

present experiment is to measure the neutron detection effi¬
ciency of a plastic scintillation counter at high energies
by using quasi-free scattering (QFS) in proton-induced deuteron breakup.

2.
B.

Basic Concepts
Several methods are commonly used to experimentally

calibrate neutron detectors.

The simplest method involves

comparing, as a function of energy, the number of neutrons
detected in an uncalibrated counter with those detected in an
existing calibrated counter (Crl).
of Bowen et al.

The differential method

(Bol) states that if two scintillators have

different hydrogen to carbon ratios, the absolute efficiency
of either counter can be calculated from a measurement of
their efficiency ratio and knowledge of the neutron total
cross sections of hydrogen and carbon.

In the associated

particle method, the flux of neutrons incident on a counter
is measured by detecting the associated charged particles of
a neutron-producing reaction or scattering process (Wi,Jal).
Finally, a method exists for obtaining a relative efficiency
curve by comparing the yields of an angular distribution
measurement with the corresponding differential cross section,
such as for

1

H(n,n)

1

H (Jal) .

The absolute scale of such a

curve may be established by measuring the incident flux or
by normalizing the curve with a single absolute measurement.
The most common method of measuring the detection effi¬
ciency of a counter for high energy neutrons employs a tagged
neutron beam from free neutron-proton (n-p) scattering.
Elastic n-p scattering is the only open reaction channel for
incident neutrons up to 290 MeV, the threshold for pion pro¬
duction.

Thus with a known-energy neutron beam, a kinemati¬

cally well-determined continuous energy spectrum of neutrons

3
can be obtained versus scattering angle.

The presence of a

scattered neutron at a given energy and angle can be flagged
by observing the scattered proton in coincidence at the con¬
jugate energy and angle.

The detection efficiency is then

the ratio of the number of detected neutrons tô the number
of neutrons flagged as incident on the counter.
The present experiment proposes to calibrate an NE-102
scintillation counter by using quasi-free scattering in deuteron breakup by 800 MeV protons.

The counter under investi¬

gation was constructed by D. Lee of the University of Houston
and is shown in Figure 1-1.

Measurements of the detection ef¬

ficiency are sought for neutrons with energies from approxi¬
mately 200 to 500 MeV.

The technique involves a comparison

of the ratio of events detected from quasi-free p-n and p-p
scattering to the ratio of the free differential cross sec¬
tions,

and (da/dfl)
. A complete discussion of the
pn
PP
experimental method is presented in section II.
C.

(dcr/dfl)

Summary of Related Experiments
Measurements of the neutron detection efficiencies of

several types of scintillation counters have been reported
for various neutron energies (Drl).

The detection efficiency

of plastic NE-102 scintillation counters has been studied
extensively below 170 MeV (Crl,Yol,Brl,Gal).

However, few

counters have been calibrated at neutron energies above 200
MeV (Drl), and no measurements with NE-102 have been reported
above this energy.

In addition, no attempts have been made

to measure the neutron detection efficiency with quasi-free
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5.
p-n scattering.
From measurements with NE-102A scintillation counters,
Crabb et al.

(Crl) have determined that the detection effi¬

ciency is almost independent of the neutron energy above 100
MeV.

The data of Young et al.

(Yol) disagree somewhat with

this conclusion, showing a slight increase in efficiency for
neutron energies near 140 MeV, as seen in Figure 1-2.

Crabb

et al. have also concluded that above 100 MeV neutron energy
the efficiency depends principally on the scintillator thick¬
ness, and not significantly on the other dimensions or the
electronic threshold.
To supplement the experimental calibrations, several
computer codes have been generated to calculate the detection
efficiency of organic scintillators.

The most accurate and

widely used calculations are those of Kurz (Kul) and of
Stanton (Stl).

The Kurz code uses all the known cross sec¬

tion data to calculate the efficiency for a cylinder of
plastic scintillator in the neutron energy range, 1-300 MeV.
The calculation has an estimated uncertainty of ±10% and
generally has been found to agree with the efficiency measure¬
ments (Crl,Brl,Yol), as shown in Figure 1-2.

The calcula¬

tions of Stanton are based on Monte-Carlo methods and have a
quoted accuracy of ±5%.

The predictions of Stanton's code

have been compared with limited experimental data and with
Kurz's calculations and

have been found to be in approximate

agreement with both (Mcl,Lel).

Although the estimated un¬

certainties of the calculations are generally reasonable,
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7.
discrepancies as large as 20% have been observed between the
measured and calculated efficiencies at large neutron energies.
(Mcl)

8.

II.
A.

THEORETICAL MODELS AND CALCULATIONS

Quasi-Free Scattering Approximations
Quasi-free proton-deuteron scattering is an inelastic

process in which the incident proton interacts with one of
the target nucleons as if it were free.

In the medium and

high energy regions, the usual approach used to describe such
scattering is the impulse approximation.

This approximation

is based on the fact that the mean radius of the deuteron,
4 F (10 l^m), is larger than the range of the nuclear force,
1.7 F, and so the nucleons in the deuteron are outside each
other's influence a large portion of the time.

Thus, if the

incident proton has a wavelength smaller than ^1 F, it must
scatter essentially independently from the two target nucleons.
The multiple scattering expansion for the inelastic
scattering of a proton from a deuteron target has been ob¬
tained by Everett (Ev3) using the techniques of Chew and
Goldberger (Ch2).

Following the work of Faddeev (Fal),

Wallace (Wal) has derived an identical result.

Assuming the

nuclear interaction is mediated by two-body forces, the tran¬
sition matrix for the total Hamiltonian can be expanded in
terms of the two-body t matrices as (Ev3)

T

t

PP

+ t

np

+ t

gt
pp^3 np

+ t^gt

+ higher terms ,

(II-l)

.

9

where g is the propagator between subsequent scatterings, t^
refers to the interaction between the target nucleons, and t
and t pp refer to interactions between the incident and target
nucleons. The simple impulse approximation consists of eval¬
uating only those terms which dominate in a particular kinematical region.

For the case of quasi-free scattering, the

approximation retains only the first two terms in Eqn. II-l
and replaces them by the corresponding free scattering ma¬
trices.

This approximates the wave scattered from a deuteron

as the sum of the scattered waves from a free proton and a
free neutEon whose momentum distributions are those of the
deutron ground state.
There are two basic types of corrections to the simple
impulse approximation.

The most obvious correction is due

to the higher order terms in Eqn. II-l, which represent the
effect of final-state interactions.

The second type of cor¬

rection arises from the fact that the initial and final en¬
ergies of the collision particles are different even if the
interaction is correctly described by the first two terms of
Eqn. II-l.

Thus the matrix elements of t np
andpp
t
are "off
the energy shell" and hence differ from those measured in free
n-p and p-p scattering.

However, this off-shell correction

is generally insignificant for incident proton energies above
100 MeV (Ev3).
The cross section for scattering from a state described
by the asymptotic wave function

4»^

to the state <J>£ is pro¬

portional to the absolute value squared of the transition

10

amplitude,
<f|T|i> ■=

«jltppl+p + <*f|tnp|*i> + <*f Itppgt^ltp
+ etc.

In the impulse approximation only the first two terms on the
left are retained.

The t matrices are related to the nucleon

nucleon center-of-mass (c.m.) scattering matrices M by (Br2)

tpp

-

(8m^2E0)1/2 Mpp(q) ,

q =

,

where m is the nucleon mass and where tnp is given by a similar expression. The subscripts 0 and 1 refer to the incident
proton before and after scattering, respectively, while the
subscripts 2 and 3, used below, denote the recoil nucleon
(proton or neutron) and the third (spectator) nucleon, re¬
spectively.

Using relativistic phase-space factors and the

formulation of the initial and final states given by Cromer
(Cr2), the total cross section in terms of the laboratory
momenta Pj and the total energies Ej is (Br2)
.3 ,3 ,3
d PT d p2 d P.

a

=

■Mifffill.

-Üïi

4mpn

JJJ

2E-1

64<P _P

0

2E

2

2E

3

3)

P _P

1” 2

£ |<£lTli>|

spin

3
Removing the delta function by integrating over d p^ and dp2
gives the impulse approximation prediction of the laboratory
differential cross section (Cr2),

11.

da

- K Tr(M+M)

(II-2)

6

where K is a relativistic kinematical factor given in terms
of the laboratory variables as

K
P E

2 2

+

P E

2 3

+

E p COS0

2 O

2 "

P COS

l

The scattering matrix M has the simple form

M

Here, G(pg)

=

[l^ptqlStPp} + Mpp(q)G(pn>] At

is the Fourier transform of the deuteron ground

state wave function and

is the triplet spin-projection

operator for the spins of the target nucleons.

The trace in

Eqn. II-2, which averages over initial and sums over final
spin states, can be expressed as (Cr3)

Tr(M+M)

= 6 [(da/dfl)np|G(Pp)|

2

+

(da/dfl)pp|c(pj|

+ interference term

where

(da/dft)

and (da/dft)

np

pp

2

(II-3)

are the free c.m. neutron-proton

and proton-proton differential cross sections.
The spectator model (SM) cross section for neutronproton quasi-free scattering is obtained by neglecting the

12.
last two terns in Eqn.

d3a
dŒ^dî^dE^

where p3

II-3.

K|G(p3)|

Thus,

2

(da/dfi)np

(the spectator momentum)

the target proton.

(II-4)

is the final momentum of

Similarly, the spectator model cross

section for quasi-free p-p scattering is

d3cr
dfi1dft2dE1

where particle 3

K|G(p3) |2(da/dS2)pp

(the spectator)

The terms omitted from Eqn.

(II-5)

is now the target neutron.

II-3 in obtaining the SM cross

sections are very small compared to the main terms except
when E^ >> E2

B.

(Cr3).

Basic Method
In proton-induced deuteron breakup, the three particles

in the final state are kinematically described by nine gen¬
eralized coordinates

(e.g., the position angles and energy of

each of the particles).

However, the laws of conservation of

energy and momentum impose four constraints on these param¬
eters,

so that only five of them are independent.

If one

measures the angles of emission of two of the scattered par¬
ticles

(01<()1 and 02<J>2^

an<

^

t le

^

energy of one of them (E^),

the reaction is kinematically determined, and the other param¬
eters,

such as the energy of the spectator particle

(E3), can

13.
be calculated.
This experiment measures the scattering angles of two
of the final nucleons from p-d breakup with an included angle
corresponding to quasi-free scattering.
scattered proton

(E^)

The energy of the

is also measured and restricted to

values which minimize the energy of the undetected spectator
particle

(E^).

The interaction is thus kinematically con¬

fined to quasi-free n-p and p-p scattering.
The neutron counter detects the presence of the recoil
particle 2, which is a proton in the case of p-p QFS and a
neutron for n-p QFS.

The detection efficiency of the counter

for high energy protons is essentially 100%.
of QFS kinematical conditions,
neutrons

(N )
n

of protons

For a given set

the ratio of the number of

detected in the neutron counter to the number

(Np)

identically detected is a measure of the

neutron detection efficiency.

In this case the efficiency

is given by

d3a/dfi.dfl dE..

1

P

1

d3a/dfl.dft dE.
1
n
1

Under the assumption that the spectator model holds at high
energies for kinematics restricted to QFS, the efficiency be¬
comes

r

e

N

(dc/dn)pp

N

ïdcr/dri)

JLn

(II-6)
ll£S

14.
where Eqns. II-4 and II-5 have been used and the (dcr/dQ) are
free c.m. differential cross sections.
The validity of measuring the detection efficiency
using Eqn. II-6 depends upon the degree to which the equation,

d3a/dft1dfi dE (da/dfl)
d a/dft.dft dE (da/d£2)
1 n 1
np

is satisfied at each QFS angle pair.

To obtain a measure of

this equality, the ratio

R

=

(d3a/dfl.da dEn )/(dc/dSÎ)
(DATA/SM)
—, \
EE =
RiÆ
(d'a/d^dQ^dE.^) / (da/dS2)np (DATA/SM) p,np

(II-7)

is plotted in Figure II-l versus incident proton energy.

The

largest energy at which both p-p and n-p QFS have been mea¬
sured is 156 MeV (Dil).

As expected from the SM approxima¬

tion, the ratio R appears to be approaching unity as
creases.

EQ

in¬

However, the data at 156 MeV show R to be strongly

dependent on the proton c.m. scattering angle.

Such a de¬

pendence is expected at lower energies due to multiple scat¬
tering effects (Chi), but the size of the effect at 156 MeV
is somewhat surprising.

Nevertheless, one would expect that

such low energy phenomena would diminish with increasing en¬
ergy and that R would be essentially unity at 800 MeV.
Using Eqn. II-6 to determine the detection efficiency
requires knowledge of the free proton-proton and neutron-

Figure Il-l.

Plot of the ratio R = (DATA/SM) pp/(DATA/SM) np
as a function of the incident proton energy.
Also shown are the individual ratios (DATA/SM)
xrir

and (DATA/SM)

.

The incident proton c.m. scat¬

tering angles are given for the data of Didelez
et al.

(Dil).

The remaining data points were

all measured at 6„
m = 90° and are from a comc.m.
pilation by Cheng and Roos (Chi).

Ct

(ws/viva)
(NS/ viva)

i

INCIDENT PROTON ENERGY (MeV)

16.
proton differential cross sections at 800 MeV.

The best

available p-p cross section data at this energy are shown in
Figure II-2.

The majority of the data are from a recent

measurement (Bal) at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility
(LAMPF) which used the same proton beam employed in this ex¬
periment (see section III).

The experimental points were

fit with a Legendre polynomial series and a chi-square near
one was obtained for the fit.
The neutron-proton differential cross section at 800
MeV has recently been measured at LAMPF (Ev2) and is shown
in Figure II-3,
Shepard et al.

along with a portion of the 817 MeV data of
(Shi).

The data of reference Shi are be¬

lieved to be of poorer quality than the LAMPF data but are
the only measurements at c.m. angles less than 80°.

The su¬

perior quality of the LAMPF data is apparent from the exper¬
imental methods employed and from comparisons with the 857
MeV back-angle data of Bizard et al.

(Bil).

Separate Legendre

polynomial fits have been made to the LAMPF data and to the
forward-angle data of Shepard et al..

The fitting functions

overlap very well near 0 = 75°.
C • HI •

C.

Efficiency Calculation
The detection efficiency of the neutron counter was

calculated using a modification (Thl) of the computer code
developed by Kurz (Kul).

This code calculates detection ef¬

ficiencies for neutrons in the energy range 1 to 300 MeV,
taking into account both neutron-proton and neutron-carbon

Figure II-2.

Elastic proton-proton differential cross section
at 800 MeV.
The solid line is a fit to the experimental data
using the Legendre polynomial,

da
dfl

= (3.23 ± .07)

PQ +

(5.34 ± .41)

(1.00 ± .23)

P4

.

P2 +

dcr/dÜ

(mb sr’
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reactions, the mean detection threshold, and the fractional
threshold energy resolution.

Multiple interactions are in¬

cluded by integration over all neutrons produced in the final
state of primary reactions which did not produce sufficient
light to be detected.

The calculated efficiency for a de¬

tection threshold of 2.4 MeV electron energy (see section III)
is shown in Figure II-4 as a function of neutron energy.

The

fact that above 100 MeV neutron energy the efficiency depends
principally on the scintillator thickness, and not signifi¬
cantly on the detection threshold, has been observed theoret¬
ically and experimentally (Brl,Crl).
Also shown in Figure II-4 are the results of two sim¬
ple calculations related to the detection efficiency at large
neutron energies.

The probability of a reaction in the neu12
tron counter has been calculated from the n-C
reaction
cross section and the n-p total cross section data as com¬

piled by Locke and Measday (Loi). Provided there is little
.
12
light produced from elastic n-C
scattering, this probabil¬
ity should be a good estimate of the detection efficiency at
large energies, and indeed, at large energies the agreement
with the Kurz calculation is very good.

Using the total n-C

and total n-p cross sections from reference Loi, the total
probability of an interaction in the counter has also been
calculated. This result includes the probability of elastic
12
n-C
scattering and, as expected, is noticably larger than
the reaction probability.

Since very few of the elastically

scattered carbon nuclei will produce enough light to be de-

12

0)
U
3

tn
•H

NEUTRON ENERGY

(MeV)
20

(%) À3N3IDUJ3
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tected above the threshold, the total interaction probability
constitutes an upper limit on the detection efficiency of the
scintillator material.

22.

III.
A.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Experimental Arrangement
The experimental arrangement for measuring the neutron

counter detection efficiency is shown in Figure III-l.

The

800 MeV external proton beam of the Los Alamos Meson Physics
Facility linear accelerator was incident on a liquid deuterium
target, T.

The scattered particles were detected in coinci¬

dence in a magnetic spectrometer arm and a time-of-flight (TOF)
arm.

The TOF arm consisted of the scintillators, SI and S2,

the two-dimensional multiwire proportional counters (MWPC), PI
and P2, and the neutron counter, N.

The spectrometer arm was

comprised of four, two-dimensional multiwire proportional
counters, P3, P4, P5, and P6, scintillators S3 and S4, and
the analyzing magnet, M.

Polyethylene bags filled with he¬

lium gas were placed between PI and P2 and from P3 to P6 to
reduce multiple scattering.
The LAMPF external proton beam has a time profile char¬
acterized by a macrostructure of 120 pulses per second, each
pulse being 400 ysec long.

Each macropulse, in turn, has a

microstructure consisting of a .25 nsec burst every 5 nsec.
The proton beam is completely contained within ±3.5 MeV of
its 800 MeV energy peak.

From the intersection of MWPC tra¬

jectories in the target, the diameter of the beam at the tar¬
get was estimated to be £.5 mm.

The average beam current was

of the order of 10 picoamperes, although some large fluctua-
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tions in the beam intensity were observed.

A television

image of the beam striking a remote-controlled phosphor screen
was used to observe the beam position.
The beam intensity monitoring system was comprised of
a scintillation counter telescope, an ionization chamber, and
a Faraday cup.

The scintillation counter telescope consisted

of scintillators Ml and M2 which viewed a .025 cm-thick alu¬
minum target ^5 meters downstream of the main target.

The

ionization chamber and Faraday cup were located downstream
of the main target distances of approximately 10 meters and
25 meters, respectively.

The beam intensity during the ex¬

periment was generally too low to obtain reliable information
from the Faraday cup.
The liquid deuterium target was contained in a cylin¬
drical .005 cm-thick kapton flask which was 6.54 cm long and
2.54 cm in diameter.

A cryogenic system and refrigerator

were provided by LAMPF to maintain the target a temperature
of 20°K.

The target was housed in a specially designed cryo¬

genic target chamber which permitted the cryogenic target, a
polyethylene calibration target, and a remote-controlled
phosphor to be easily moved in and out of the beam. The tar.
get chamber was maintained
at .
a pressure -5
of 2 x 10 mm Hg and
provided .025 cm-thick mylar windows to allow the scattered
particles to escape.
The spectrometer magnet is a picture-frame magnet with
a 6" pole face gap which is 18" wide and 36" deep.

The field

of the magnet was mapped and found to be very uniform, which

25.
permitted the momentum to be calculated from a uniform field
model.

The voltage drop across the magnet shunt was cali¬

brated to the magnetic field strength by using proton-proton
and proton-deuteron elastic scattering.
The momentum acceptance of the system at full width at
half maximum (FWHM) was approximately -25% to +40% of the
central momentum.

The momentum resolution was approximately

1.2% and was limited mainly by multiple Coulomb scattering
and the MWPC wire spacing.

Monte Carlo calculations (see

Appendix A) revealed that the angular acceptance was typical¬
ly 6° FWHM for each arm, although there was some dependence
on scattering angle.
B.

Multiwire Proportional Counters
The use of multiwire proportional counters to detect

and trace charged particles in this experiment has several
distinct advantages (Bui).

The wire planes have a very high

detection efficiency and are able to count a rates greater
than 10

5
Hz per wire.

. .
They also have large sensitive areas

and are capable of spatial resolution better than 2 mm.

In

addition, the wire counters have a low mass per unit area
2
(~20 mg/cm ), which minimizes multiple Coulomb scattering.
The construction and operation of the MWPC system has
been described in detail by Buchanan et al.

(Bui).

Figure

III-2 illustrates the construction of a typical wire plane
used in the experiment.

Aluminized mylar cathodes enclose

and separate the two sets of anode signal wires, which are

Figure III-2.

Construction of a typical multiwire propor¬
tional counter.
The electronics bins containing the amplifier
discriminator circuits mount directly on the
counter.
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at right angles to one another.

The stainless steel signal

wires are .051 mm in diameter and are spaced 2.5 mm apart.
For detecting charged particles such as protons, the operating
potential is typically -5200 volts.

The wire planes are op¬

erated at atmospheric pressure with a gas mixture of 30%
argon and 70% dimethylpropane.
Various sizes of wire counters are used in the experi¬
mental arrangement of Figure III-l.

The smallest counters,

PI and P2, which are nearest to the target, are each 48 x 48
signal wires.

Plane P4 is 80 x 48 wires, and P2, shown in

Figure III-2, is 112 x 112 wires.

The largest wire planes,

P5 and P6, which are located downstream of the magnet, are
each 304 x 112 signal wires.

A transit was used to align the

wire planes, and the plane positions were checked with an on¬
line computer calculation of the beam centroid in each coor¬
dinate .
The detection efficiency of each wire plane was deter¬
mined by requiring only one of the two coordinates in the co¬
incidence requirements for an event.

The efficiency of the

other coordinate was then given by the percentage of events
which it also detected.

By changing the coordinate in coin1-

cidence, the efficiencies of both coordinates were found.
The measured detection efficiency for each plane was typical¬
ly 99%.
The general configuration of the MWPC electronics system,
as described by Buchanan (Bu3), is shown in Figure III-3.
ionization from a charged particle passing through the MWPC
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is amplified by the counter gas and results in a pulse of
several millivolts on an anode signal wire.

The anode pulse

is electronically amplified by a two-stage amplifier-discrim¬
inator (see Figure III-4) with an AC gain of 100 in the first
stage.

If a fast enable (strobe) condition is present, the

signal on each wire is stored in a shift register and the
MWPC control module (see Figure III-5) checks coincidence
requirements between selected plane coordinates and external
inputs.
If coincidence requirements are met, the control module
sends a 8 MHz clock signal to each readout (RO) module, shown
in Figure III-6, which starts the conversion sequence.

The

conversion sequence translates the information in the shift
registers into group position and width and stores this data,
for up to 16 groups, in the 16-word RO memory.

At the end of

conversion, the Microprogrammed Input-Output Processor (MIOP)
(Bu2) transfers the data words to computer memory.

A general

clear pulse is then generated which resets all shift registers
and prepares the logic for the next event.

The times required

for the various readout operations are given in Figure III-7.
C.

Scintillators and Neutron Counter
The four scintillators, Si to S4, shown in Figure III-l,

were used in several ways in the calibration experiment.

The

scintillators provided the fast coincidence signal which
strobed the MWPC electronics.

They also furnished the fast

signals for making three simultaneous TOF measurements and
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Figure III-7.

MWPC readout timing sequence.
t^ = time from strobe to coincidence test =
.5 ysec nominally
t

2

= conversion time = (él25 ysec x max. no.
of wires) = 28 ysec

t^ = validity test time = 1 ysec nominally
t^ = transfer time to computer = (11 ysec x
no. of words) = 253 ysec
tg = reset time = 2 ysec
EOC - End of conversion
Normal event = t^ + t

2

+ t^ + t^ + t^ = 284.5 ysec

No coincidence = t^ + t^ = 2.5 ysec.
Invalid = t^ + t

2

+ t^ + t^ = 31.5 ysec
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provided a tight timing window to reduce the number of acci¬
dental events.

The neutron counter was also incorporated in

the MWPC strobe logic and was used in one of the TOF measure¬
ments.

A complete explanation of the electronic logic is pre¬

sented in the next subsection.
All the scintillation counters use plastic NE-102 scin¬
tillator coupled to RCA 8575 2" phototubes, as illustrated
in Figure III-8.

Scintillators SI and S3 are each 10.16 cm

x 10.16 cm x .32 cm and are coupled to single phototubes with
adiabatic lucite light pipes.

Scintillator S2 is a 35.6 cm-

diameter, 1.27 cm-thick, circular scintillator attached to
two opposed phototubes through a non-adiabatic circularlyenclosing lucite light pipe.

Scintillator S4 measures 76.2

cm x 30.5 cm x 1.27 cm and is coupled to two pairs of photo¬
tubes via strips of adiabatic lucite light pipe.

The moni¬

tor scintillators, Ml and M2, are the same as SI except for
their active areas, which each measure 5.08 cm x 5.08 cm.
The detection efficiency of S4 for charged particles was
found to be =99.5% by comparing the output of S4 with a coin¬
cidence output from scintillators in front of and behind S4.
In the same manner, the efficiency of S2 was measured to be
approximately 99%.

All phototubes are enclosed in magnetic

shields and are equipped with Ortec 265 phototube bases.
The neutron counter consists of a large cylinder of
NE-102 plastic scintillator with a length of 23.6 cm and a
diameter of 24.5 cm.

The construction of the neutron counter

is shown in Figure III-9.

The front and sides of the scin-

Figure III-8.

Construction of various scintillators.
A. NE-102 plastic scintillator
B. Lucite light pipe
C. RCA 8575 phototube with magnetic shield
D. Ortec 265 phototube base
E. Light-tight aluminum box
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36.
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tillator are wrapped with aluminum foil, while the rear is
left uncovered to permit direct coupling of three RCA 8575
phototubes to the scintillator surface.

The entire cylinder

is enclosed in a light-tight aluminum cover with .025 cm-thick
walls, a .05 cm-thick front plate, and a rear plate .32 cm
thick.

The seams of the enclosure are wrapped with black

plastic tape to ensure light-proof seals.

The positive high

voltage phototube bases are slight modifications of the Ortec
265 design.

Each phototube is equipped with a magnetic shield,

and the phototube assemblies are contained in steel cylinders.
D.

Electronics
The fast scintillator logic performs several critical

functions.

Scintillator coincidences signal the passage of

a particle through the system and enable the MWPC electronics
to accept the particle track.

The fast logic also tags each

event depending upon whether a charged or neutral particle
was detected in the TOF arm.’ In addition, the fast logic
reduces accidential events by requiring a much narrower time
coincidence than is available from the MWPC electronics alone.
The fast electronics system which enables the wire
planes is shown in Figure III-10.

This electronics is set

up in the target room in order to minimize the time required
to strobe the planes after a particle has been detected.

The

necessary enable condition can be written symbolically as
S3*S4*(S2+N), where S3, etc. refer to detectors indicated in
Figure III-l.

The enable pulse is usually set 200 nsec wide,

Figure III-10.

MWPC strobe electronics.
The electronics system used to strobe the
wire planes is located in the target room.
ADD

- Passive adder

COINC - EGG C144/N or C102/N coincidence
module
DISC

- EGG T105/N or TR104S/N discriminator

FO

- LRS 128 linear fan-out

GDG

- EGG GG200/N gate generator

MIX

- EGG AN102/N DC mixer

OR

- EGG OR102/N dual OR/NOR module

STRB GEN - Strobe generator
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and occurs approximately 150 nsec after the passage of the
particle.

A veto input into the strobe coincidence module

prevents the formation of a strobe while the beam gate is off,
during the processing of an event, or during an adjustable
delay time following the

previous strobe.

This delay time

is typically set at 2 to 10 psec, depending upon the beam
intensity.
After an enable signal is generated, a readout of the
wire planes is begun if either of the following logic condi¬
tions are satisfied:

Tag 3

=

(Tag C*P3*P4*P5*P6)

Tag 4

=

(Tag D*P1*P2*P3*P4*P5*P6)

Tag C

= S2*N*S3*S4

Tag D

= S2*N*S3*S4

where

The electronics logic producing tags C and D is diagrammed
in Figure III-ll.

Assuming that all scattered particles come

from the target, the physical meaning of the tag C logic is
that a charged particle passed through the spectrometer arm
in coincidence with an uncharged particle in the TOF arm.
Tag D implies that a charged particle passed through the
spectrometer arm in coincidence with a charged particle in
the TOF arm.

Tags 3 and 4 are formed by the MWPC electronics

by requiring coincidences between tags C and D, respectively,
and coordinates from the wire planes.

Only single nonzero

Figure III-ll.

Logic electronics.
The electronics used to generate the logic
tags and measure the TOF is shown in this
figure.
ADC

- LRS 2249A analogue-to-digital converter

COINC - EGG C144/N or C203/N coincidence module
FO

- LRS 128 or EGG 108 fan-out

GDG

- EGG GG200/N gate generator

PG

- EGG GP100 pile-up gate

TDC

- LRS 2226 time-to-digital converter
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coordinates (either all x coordinates or all y's) are re¬
quired from the planes included in the logic tags.
The electronics arrangement effecting the time-offlight measurements is also shown Figure III-ll.

The common

start signal for the time-to-digital converter (TDC) comes
from scintillator S3, while S2, S4, and the neutron counter
supply the stop signals for the three simultaneous TOF mea¬
surements. The TDC start is inhibited if a strobe signal is
not present.

An analogue-to-digital converter (ADC), also

gated by the strobe, is used to obtain the pulse height in
scintillator SI.
The electronics configuration used to monitor the in¬
tensity of the proton beam is indicated in Figure III-12.
The ionization chamber and Faraday cup signals are fed into
digital current integrators and the output pulses are scaled.
Coincidences between the monitor scintillators Ml and M2 are
formed in gated and ungated modes and scaled separately.

In

addition, several other scintillator and logic signals are
scaled as a measure of the beam intensity.

Among these are

SI, S2, S3, S4, the strobe signal, the pile up signal, and
the logic signals N*S2, N*S2, S3*S4, tag C, and tag D.
E.

Neutron Counter Threshold
Since the efficiency of the neutron counter depends on

the detection threshold, it is necessary to quantitatively
and reproducibly establish the bias level on the neutron
counter pulse height.

The light output of plastic scintil-

Figure III-12.

Beam monitor electronics.
Cl

- Ortec 439 digital current integrator

COINC - EGG C203/N coincidence module
DISC

- EGG TR104S/N discriminator

FO

- EGG 1200 fan-out
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lators in response to electrons is proportional to the elec¬
tron energy (Evl).

Thus, electrons are usually used to set

the bias, and the pulse height is commonly expressed in MeV
of electron energy.

A convenient way of introducing electrons

into a counter is by the production of Compton-scattered
electrons from y-rays.
The output signal amplitudes of the three photomulti¬
pliers were balanced approximately by adjusting the photo¬
tube voltages while observing the pulse height as an oscillo¬
scope trace.
60

To balance more carefully, a 100 microCurie (yC)

Co y-ray source was placed on the central axis of the

counter and the count rate of each tube was measured.

It was

found that the three counting rates were the same when the
phototubes were operated at about the same voltage.
The bias level of the neutron counter was determined
using a simple electronics arrangement.

The three phototube

signals were summed by a passive mixer which consisted of a
simple resistor network providing three inputs and two out¬
puts.

The outputs of the mixer were fed into an EGG LG 102/N

linear gate and stretcher and an EGG T105/N dual discrimina¬
tor.

The discriminator output gated the linear gate module,

and the output of the linear gate was displayed on a Kicksort
multichannel pulse height analyzer.

The pulse height ana¬

lyzer (PHA) and linear gate were adjusted so that the first
PHA channel registered zero pulse height.

The linearity of

the linear gate and PHA combination was checked with a puiser
signal which approximated the mixer output signal in ampli-

44.
tude and width.
An ungated ^Co pulse height spectrum, as sketched in
Figure III-13, was obtained with the 100 yC
placed against the face of the counter.

60

Co source

The pulse height at

half the height of the Compton peak was used as a calibration
point, since this corresponds to approximately 1.04 times the
energy of the true Compton edge (Fll).

Due to the limited

resolution of the counter, the energy of the Compton edge
was calculated as the average of the Compton edges of the
1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV y-rays from

60

Co.

The endpoint of the

Compton distribution is given by the familiar formula,

Ec

where E
and E

c

2E
_JC
m_ + 2E

/

Y

is the photon energy, m is the mass of the electron,
Y
®
is the Compton edge energy. The average of the Compton

edges is 1.04 MeV, so that the pulse height of the Compton
peak corresponds to 1.08 MeV electron energy.
A background spectrum, also shown in Figure III-13>
was obtained with the discriminator set at an established
level.

The discriminator level, along with the phototube

voltages, determined the bias for the counter.

The "cutoff"

point on the gated spectrum was taken as the pulse height
halfway down the linear discrimination "edge".

From the

Compton edge calibration, it was determined that the detec¬
tion threshold of the neutron counter corresponded to

Figure III-13.

Pulse height spectra used in determining the
neutron detection threshold.
The ungated 60 Co spectrum is shown on the
right; on the left is the background spectrum
gated by the neutron discriminator.signal.
The relative heights of the two spectra are
not to scale
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2.40 ± .15 MeV electron energy, which is equal to approxi¬
mately 6 MeV proton energy (Evl).

The threshold was kept

constant during the experiment by checking the counting rate
n
of the detector with the 100 yC
Co source mounted in a
standard position against the detector face.
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IV.
A.

DATA REDUCTION

Event Identification
The scattering events are accumulated simultaneously

under tag 3 and tag 4 logic conditions.

As written on mag¬

netic tape, an event is comprised of the logic tag (3 or 4),
twelve wire plane coordinates, three TOF measurements, and
the pulse height in scintillator SI.

Also included are mul¬

tiple group registers and the second readouts of planes PI
and P3, if such are present.

A second readout is the posi¬

tion of a second separate group of activated wires in a given
plane coordinate.

Multiple groups can be caused by acciden¬

tal coincidences, detector noise, or actual multi-prong in¬
teractions from the target.

The multiple group registers

indicate which wire plane coordinates contain multiple groups.
A major advantage of the MWPC system is that data is
acquired in a form which is readily available for computer
analysis.

The data acquisition and on-line analysis are

handled by a DEC PDP 11/45 computer with the MIOP interface
(Bu2).

The on-line analysis enables one to continuously

monitor an analyzed form of the experimental data in order
to ensure data quality.
The off-line analysis requires that an event have one
and only one activated wire group in each coordinate of
planes P3, P4, P5, and P6.

This condition is not required

for planes PI and P2 in order to make the analysis of tag 3

48.
and tag 4 events similar.

Also, only those events which have

nonzero TOF values are analyzed.

In addition, the final anal

ysis involves placing restrictions on the data in order to
reduce background events.

Since tag 3 and tag 4 events are

analyzed separately, it is necessary to restrict the data in
the same manner in each case.
B.

Background Reduction
The particle trajectories calculated from wire plane

coordinates provide several means of eliminating background
events.

The coordinates of the trajectory intersection with

the target midplane (a vertical plane along the beam axis)
are computed and individually restricted.

This allows one

to reject those events which originated from outside of the
target area.
The input and output trajectories of particles passing
through the analyzing magnet are also used to restrict the ex
perimental data.

The particle momentum is calculated from

the angle of bend through the magnet and is confined to
values within the quasi-free momentum peak.

Also, upper

limits are placed on the permissible distance between the
two trajectories at the magnet midplane (a plane perpendicu¬
lar to the particle path).

In addition, events in which the

particle may have scattered from a magnet pole face are re¬
jected by requiring the change in the vertical slope of the
magnet trajectories to be small.
Background may also be reduced by imposing restrictions
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on the measured time-of-flight values.

The analysis program

(see Appendix B) computes the difference between the measured
and calculated TOF for each of the TOF geometries.

For the

TOF from S3 to S4 this difference is called DTL, while for
S3 to S2 it is labeled DTR, and for S3 to N it is DTN.

Iden¬

tical acceptance cuts for tag 3 and tag 4 events are placed
on the DTL and DTN spectra.

However, the DTR spectra, as

well as the SI pulse height spectra, require restrictions ap¬
propriate to the different logic requirements for tag 3 and
tag 4.
The DTL spectra appear quite similar for tag 3 and tag
4 events, but the DTN spectra for tag 3 events (see Figure
IV-1) show a shift to later time and a broad "tail" when com¬
pared to the tag 4 DTN spectra.

The events in the tail of

the DTN spectra were analyzed separately and found to be sim¬
ilar in all respects to the data in the peak of the DTN
spectra.

For this reason, the events in the tail were not

rejected as background by the analysis program.

However,

the proportion of tag 3 events in the tail of the DTN spectra
were estimated by comparison with the tag 4 DTN spectra.
This comparison allowed for a shift in the tag 3 spectra due
to time differences from discriminator "walk" and the time
required for neutrons to interact in the counter.
In summary, the analysis program begins with the total
number of tag 3 and tag 4 events and removes those events
with multiple groups, zero TOF values, and zero coordinates.
The remaining events are further analyzed and those failing
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the background requirements are excluded.

What remains are

the number of "good" tag 3 and tag 4 events, which correspond
to the number of neutrons (N ) and protons (N ) that are den
p
tected in the neutron counter. These numbers, in turn, are
used in Eqn. II-6 to calculate the neutron detection effici¬
ency.
C.

Statistical Quality of the Data
During the early stages of the analysis, it was noted

that some sets of data yielded much different N /N ratios
n p
than other sets taken under the same kinematical conditions.
To investigate this situation, the number of tag 3 events
occurring in each 50-buffer interval were histogrammed for
an entire run.

A run typically contained several thousand

data buffers, each of which was comprised of a mixture of
ten tag 3 and 4 events.

Large fluctuations in the number of

tag 3 events per buffer were observed for parts of some runs,
which led one to doubt the quality of this data.

Indeed,

when the individual buffers of the anomalous data regions
were examined, it was found that the problem was due to a
failure of the electronic logic during periods of high
counting rates.

High count rates were evident from the

large number of scaled strobes and the increased occurrence
of TOF zeros, which were caused by the TDC module receiving
a second start signal while the previous clear signal was
still present.

Portions of some runs were removed to elim¬

inate the regions of anomalous data.
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Because of the observed failure of the electronics
during parts of some experimental runs, it was decided to
systematically check the statistical quality of all of the
remaining data.

To do this the data buffers in a run were

histogrammed as a function of the number of tag 3 events
occurring in the buffer.

There is a finite limit (10) to the

number of tag 3 events which can occur in a buffer, and each
event in a buffer must be either a tag 3 or tag 4.

Thus, if

the data is truly statistical in nature, the histogram of buf¬
fers versus the number of tag 3 events per buffer should fol¬
low a binomial distribution (Bel).
The histogrammed data was fit to a binomial distribu¬
tion, and the reduced chi-square was calculated to determine
the quality of the fit.

The results of this calculation are

given in Table IV-1 for each experimental measurement.

The

chi-square values are related to a "confidence level" for
each data set in terms of the statistical probability of ex¬
ceeding chi-square.

Probabilities of less than 40% indicate

data of questionable statistical quality.
data is predicted very well by statistics.

In general, the
However, two sets

of data give probabilities less than 20% and therefore are
excluded from the final analysis.

The last data set in

Table IV-1 is included to show the effect of retaining the
anomalous data region in the first measurement at 25°-56.4°.
D.

Corrections
Several corrections must be made to the experimental
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Table IV-1
Statistical Quality of Data

Angles (lab)
6

6

25°

56.4

1

30°

35°

2

50.5°

45°

25°

56.4°

1
2
3

0.43
0.85

88
53

2.14

5

4

0.33

91

1

1.12

35

2

0.91

47

1
2

0.11
1.50

99

1
2

0.27
0.31

92

1
2

0.32

86
41

1(all)

(x2)

1.01
82.5

Probability of
Exceeding x (%)

19

95

<.01

in
0

35°

Chi-Square

o
0

40°

Measurement
Number
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data in order to maintain consistency in the analysis of neu¬
tron and proton events.

First of all, the number of proton

events, N , must be corrected for the detection efficiencies
P
of scintillator S2 and planes PI and P2, since signals from
these detectors are required for tag 4 events, but not for
tag 3's.

These adjustments are generally very small since

the S2 efficiency was measured to be 99% and the efficiency
of each plane was typically 99%.

The detection efficiency

of the neutron counter for high energy protons was assumed
to be 100%.
Another correction to the N /N ratio results from difn p
ferences in the number of chance coincidences included in the
neutron and proton events.

These chance events are observed

as a constant background in the DTN spectra for tag 3 events,
but are essentially nonexistent for tag 4 events.

Adjusting

for this difference results in a 1% to 4% decrease in the
N /N ratios,
n p
Corrections due to differences in solid angles were
also investigated.

The inclusion of planes Pi and P2 in the

logic requirements for tag 4 events suggested that the solid
angles for detecting scattered particles from the target
might be different for neutron and proton events.

To check

this possibility, the solid angles for the two tags were
compared at each angle pair via a Monte Carlo calculation.
The details of this calculation are presented in Appendix A.
The only solid angle differences found were at the 25°-56.4°
angle pair, where the effect was less than 1%.
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A possible correction due to the multiple Coulomb scat¬
tering of protons in the TOF arm was also considered.

The

effect of such scattering on a large scale would be to re¬
duce the number of protons hitting the neutron counter, there¬
by increasing the measured

N

N

n/

p ratio.

The projection of

the proton scattering angle on the x,y plane perpendicular
to the direction of motion is given by (Yul)

0.157 Z(Z+l)t
2A (p$) 2

ln

i.i3 x io4

z4/3tA 1e“2j

9

where A and Z are the atomic weight and nuclear charge of the
material traversed, t is the thickness of the material in
_2
gm cm , and p, the momentum (in MeV/c), and 3 refer to
the proton.

Considering the scattering contribution from all

the material in the flight path, the r.m.s. projection of
the displacement on the face of the neutron counter was cal¬
culated for each proton energy.

The estimated displacement

was approximately .3" for 190 MeV protons and less than .1"
for 470 MeV protons.

Due to the small displacements involved,

about as many detectable protons will be scattered toward
the neutron counter as away from it.

Thus, it is estimated

that multiple Coulomb scattering of the protons has less
than a 1% effect on the measured N /N ratio.
n p
The magnitude and effect of a background due to secon¬
dary nuclear scattering (in-scattering) from material near
the neutron counter was also studied.

Such scattering pref-

ferentially increases the number of neutrons detected, thereby
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increasing the

N

N

n/

p ratio.

The reason

N

n/Np

increases is that

the protons dètected in the neutron counter are required to
pass through the active areas of wire planes PI and P2,
whereas the neutrons may originate from scattering in any
nearby matter.

Also, charged particles which miss scintil¬

lator S2 but hit the neutron counter will be detected as neu¬
trons, provided they are in time coincidence.

An estimate

was made of the amount of in-scattering due to the fiberglas
construction material of the wire planes, the lucite light
pipe of scintillator S2, and part of the aluminum comprising
the plane stands.

Particles scattered from matter such as

the concrete floor of the nearest shielding material have a
significantly longer TOF and hence are eliminated by the ac¬
ceptance cuts on the DTN spectra.
For this order-of-magnitude calculation, the target was
assumed to be a point source of isotropically scattered pro¬
tons and neutrons.

The solid angles intercepted by the scat¬

tering materials were calàulated and compared with the neu¬
tron counter solid angle.

Since the elastic scattering of

protons and neutrons at this energy is strongly peaked in
the forward direction, all the scattering was assumed con¬
fined to a one steradian forward cone (~33° opening angle),
but assumed isotropic within this cone.

With each scatterer

taken as a point source, the fraction of the unit forward
steradian intercepted by the neutron counter solid angle for
in-scattering was found.

The probabilities of interactions

in the materials were calculated using the total cross sections
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of reference Loi and assuming a fiberglas composition of
CH*Si02.
The complete calculation revealed that typically -20%
of the "neutron" events detected are due to in-scattered par¬
ticles.

The majority of this number are due to protons from

the target which elastically scatter past S2 into the neutron
counter or which produce neutrons in inelastic collisions.
Half of the inelastic proton collisions were assumed to yield
detectable neutrons.

The proton contribution is large be¬

cause the p-p guasi-free cross section is several times larger
than the n-p cross section and protons which scatter into the
neutron counter are detected with a 100% efficiency.
It should be noted that the above calculation is a very,
rough estimate of the contribution from nuclear in-scattering.
The scattering from the target is not isotropic as assumed,
and other material such as the TOF arm support has not been
considered.

However, the largest uncertainty comes from as¬

suming the angular distribution of the in-scattered particles.
For these reasons, the actual contribution from nuclear in¬
scattering may be quite different than the estimated value.
The possibility of in-scattered particles producing
the "tail" in the neutron TOF spectra was considered.

For

the scattering sources used in the calculation, the changes
in the flight path for elastically scattered particles are
too small to produce significant changes in the TOF measure¬
ments.

However, those particles from inelastic collisions, or

from more distant sources such as the TOF arm support, can be
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detected more than .5 nsec "late".

These events are there¬

fore a likely source of the tail in the neutron DTN spectra.
Nevertheless, not all of the scattered events can be removed
by a simple correction to the DTN spectra.
Since almost two-thirds of the in-scattered events are
due to proton interactions, the percentage of such events is
a function of the p-p to n-p quasi-free cross section ratio.
(This ratio varies from about 2 to 5 in the experiment and
is assumed to be 3 in the calculation.)

This ratio, in turn,

is strongly dependent on the scattering angle and hence in¬
creases (approximately linearly) with neutron energy.

The

percentage of in-scattered events is thus comprised of a con¬
tribution from neutron interactions which is approximately
constant and a contribution from proton interactions which
increases with the energy of the detected neutron.

Therefore,

the effect of in-scattering is to cause an energy dependent
increase in the N n'/Np ratio.
E.

Error Analysis
The major sources of error in determining the detection

efficiency from Eqn. Hr 6 are due to the uncertainties in the
measured p-p and n-p differential cross sections.

The uncer¬

tainty in the n-p cross section is typically 10%, while the
p-p cross section is known to about ±5%.

The statistical

errors in the measured number of neutrons and protons are
given by
AN.

n

etc.
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Here, it is assumed that no systematic errors exist in the
N /N measurement,
n' p
From the theory of error propagation (Bel), the uncer¬
tainty in the measured efficiency is given by (c.f. Eqn. II-6)

where

andnp
c ^ refer to the free differential cross secpp
tions. This approximation is valid for small uncertainties
CT

for which the fluctuations in the variables are uncorrelated.
The estimated errors in the variables and the detection ef¬
ficiency are presented in Table IV-2.
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Table IV-2

N

N

Q
Q
3 3

Ae

1
2

.04
.05

.01
.02

.03
.03

.08
.08

.10
.10

3

.05

.02

.03

.08

.10

30°-50.5°

1
2

.03
.03

.01
.01

.03
.03

.12
.12

.13
.13

35°-45°

1

.04

.01

.07

.10

.13

4*
0
0
1
O
0

1
2

.04
.04

.01
.01

. 05
.05

.10
.10

.12
.12

4*
cn
0
1
u>
U1
0

AN

>

Estimated Errors

1
2

.05

.01

.07

.10

.13

.05

.01

.07

.10

.13

Angles

Measurement

n

n

25°-56.4°

ANp
P

ACT

cr

PP
PP
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V.
A.

DATA PRESENTATION

Kinematical Restrictions
Efficiency measurements were taken at five quasi-free

angle pairs corresponding to average neutron energies of 190,
260, 330, 400, and 470.

In each case the magnetic field was

adjusted to accept the peak of the p^ quasi-free momentum
distribution.

The p^ momentum distributions for neutron and

proton events at each angle pair are similar in shape and ap¬
proximately symmetric.

In the analysis of tag 3 and tag 4

events, identical restrictions were placed on the p^ momenta,
and only those events which fell within the half-maximum
points of these spectra were accepted.

For a given angle

pair, the constraints imposed on p^ restrict the p3 momenta,
and likewise limit the spectator momenta, p^.
The spectator momentum distributions, divided by the
Monte Carlo distribution which includes phase space, are
shown in Figure V-l for the 40°-40° angle pair.

Also shown

is the distribution predicted by the spectator model in terms
of the deuteron ground state wave function.

This curve is

given by the square of the Fourier transform of the Hulthén
wave function (Hul).

The agreement with the Hulthén wave

function is very good, except where limited by statistics.
Due to the restrictions placed on p^, the analysis requires
P3

<

80 MeV/c for all acceptable events.

Figure V-l.(a).

Spectator momentum distribution for n-p QFS

(b) .

Spectator momentum distribution for p-p QFS
These momentum distributions have been di¬
vided by the Monte Carlo distribution which
includes phase space.

The solid curve re¬

presents the square of the Hulthén wave
function.

.
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B.

Measured Efficiencies
The results of the efficiency measurements are pre¬

sented in Table V-l and Figure V-2.

As described earlier,

the N /N ratio for each measurement was determined by the
n p
individual analysis of tag 3 and tag 4 events. The free p-p
and n-p differential cross section values were taken from
the Legendre fits to the data in Figures II-2 and II-3, and
the neutron detection efficiency was then given by Eqn. II-6.
The efficiencies were corrected for the small background
level and the detection efficiencies of planes PI and P2 and
scintillator S2.

No corrections were applied on the basis

of the "tail" in the DTN spectra or the amount of in-scat¬
tering.

The neutron energy corresponding to each angle pair

in Table V-l is the average over a range which is typically
40 MeV wide.

This range is determined by the range of ac¬

cepted p^ momenta and the angular acceptance of the TOF arm.
The experimental data points in Figure V-2 are the
weighted averages of the individual measurements at each
neutron energy.

The third, somewhat anomalous, measurement

at 190 MeV is excluded from'the average and is shown sepa¬
rately.

For comparison, the calculated efficiencies of Fig¬

ure II-4 are also shown in Figure V-2.

The measured values

are observed to be 15% to 40% larger than the efficiencies
calculated from the Kurz (Kul) code.

Moreover, the measured

efficiencies become larger with increasing neutron energy.
In fact, at 470 MeV the measurement exceeds the calculated
probability of an interaction in the scintillator.
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Table V-l
Efficiency Measurements
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The results of applying separate corrections to the data
on the basis of the neutron time-of-flight and the estimated
nuclear in-scattering were investigated.

The TOF correction

consisted of discarding the events in the "tail" of the neu¬
tron DTN spectra.

The number of events in the "tail" were

estimated as the difference between the actual neutron spec¬
tra and the neutron spectra obtained by assuming symmetry
about the peak.

These numbers were in general agreement

with those given by the difference between the neutron DTN
spectra and the properly normalized and shifted proton DTN
spectra.

The calculated scattering correction assumed that

20% of the neutron events at 35°-45° were due to in-scattered
particles, of which 15% were from proton interactions and 5%
from neutron interactions.

The corrections at other angles

were then dependent upon the ratio of the cross sections for
free p-p and n-p scattering.

The efficiencies resulting from

application of these corrections are presented in Table V-2.
C.

Discussion of Results
The discrepancy observed between the measured and cal¬

culated efficiencies compels one to further investigate the
quality of the Kurz calculation.

This computation agrees

well with the data measured below 170 MeV neutron energy,
but above this energy the calculation has not been adequately
tested.

Since the calculation does not consider inelastic

pion production processes which occur at high energy, the
quoted energy range for which the Kurz prediction is reliable
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Table V-2
Special Efficiency Corrections

e

l
(lab)

0

2
(lab)

E
n
(MeV)

25°

56.4°

190

.218

.200

30°

50.5°

260

.236

.213

35°

45°

330

.226

.232

400

.215

470

235

Efficiency
(-DTN tail)

.224
249

0O

O

0

A e°
45

Efficiency
(-calc, scat.)

.
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does not exceed 300 MeV.

Nevertheless, the Kurz efficiencies

are consistent with the reaction probabilities calculated in
section II, which extend to 500 MeV neutron energy.
The possibility of detecting the recoil carbon nuclei
12
from elastic n- C scattering was considered. At large scat¬
tering angles, it is possible for the carbon recoils to attain
sufficient energy to produce signals above the detection
threshold.

However, this occurs at c.m. scattering angles

larger than the angle corresponding to the first diffraction
minimum, beyond which the contribution to the total cross
section is very small.

Thus the detection of elastic car¬

bon recoils does not contribute significantly to the detection efficiency.

Assuming the non-elastic n- 12 C reactions

produce detectable charged secondaries, the reaction prob¬
ability curve in Figure V-2 should therefore be a reasonable
estimate of the expected efficiency.
Since the measured efficiencies are observed to exceed
the expected efficiencies at all neutron energies, the data
appear to suffer from systematic error.

This error may be

due to deficiencies in the spectator model description of
quasi-free scattering or the effect of nuclear in-scattering.
If the calculated efficiencies are accepted, the ex¬
perimental results may be used to judge the performance of
the spectator model.

In this case the data reveal that at

800 MeV the ratio R of Eqn. XI-7 and Figure II-l is 15% to
40% less than unity and is dependent on the proton c.m. scat¬
tering angle.

The dependence of R on the c.m. scattering
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angle of the beam proton has been established theoretically
(Chi) and observed experimentally (Dil) at incident proton
energies below 200 MeV.

The dependence observed here quali¬

tatively agrees with the low energy predictions, but the
magnitude of the effect is much larger than anticipated in
light of the expected improvement in the spectator model
predictions at high energies.
The spectator model predicts that both the numerator
and denominator of Eqn. II-7 should be unity, thereby giving
R = 1.

However, the ratio (DATA/SM)

2

has been determined

at high energies and normally found to be 20% to 30% below
unity (Br2,Pel,Wi2).

Thus, although the SM predictions

qualitatively fit the data, there is a persistent error in
the normalization for p-p quasi-free scattering.

At low en¬

ergies the ratio (DATA/SM) approaches unity very rapidly
p, np
with increasing energy. This ratio has been found to be
unity at 100 MeV (Chi), but measurements at 156 MeV (Dil)
have produced a value 20% smaller.

The low energy data,

therefore, give no clear indication of what this ratio, and
hence the ratio R, is at 800 MeV.

However, it appears that

the spectator model suffers from normalization problems even
at high energies.

The present observation of R < 1 is cer¬

tainly possible and qualitatively consistent with experi¬
mental results at higher energy (All), but it is doubtful
whether spectator model defects can account for all of the
observed discrepancy.
The possibility of a substantial contribution from in-

.
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scattering has been established by the calculation in section
IV, and the results of making typical corrections for such
scattering are presented in Table V-2.

The data corrected

by the calculated in-scattering agree with the estimated ef¬
ficiencies to within experimental errors and show very little
dependence on the neutron energy.

To a lesser degree, the

data corrected on the basis on the DTN spectra are also con¬
sistent with the estimated efficiencies, but these values
show the energy dependence characteristic of the uncorrected
data.

It appears that a complete in-scattering correction

cannot be made on the basis of the DTN spectra alone.

How¬

ever, it is significant to note that essentially all of the
difference between the measured and calculated efficiencies
can be accounted for in terms of nuclear in-scattering.
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VI.
A.

CALIBRATION IMPROVEMENTS

Improvement of the Apparatus
The present experiment has revealed several ways in

which the calibration measurement can be improved by modi¬
fying the apparatus.

From calculations of in-scattering,

it is apparent that all nonessential material should be re¬
moved from in front of the neutron counter during the effi¬
ciency measurement.

In the present experiment this would

entail removing scintillator Si, planes PI and P2, and the
support stands for these detectors.

Only scintillator S2

would remain in front of the neutron counter, but this scin¬
tillator would need to be reconstructed similar to scintil¬
lator S4 (see Figure III-8).

Ideally, the entire TOF arm

support should be removed, with the neutron counter and S2
supported by a less massive structure.
In addition to removing several components from the
TOF arm, some additions are suggested.

The elimination of

charged particles by veto counters can be improved by moving
scintillator S2 closer to the neutron detector and including
an additional anti-counter to remove charged particles which
enter the neutron detector from the sides.

This additional

counter should be constructed in the shape of a cylindrical
shell which surrounds the sides of the neutron counter to re¬
duce background and in-scattered events.

The radius of such a

counter should be several inches larger than that of the
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neutron detector in order not to artificially decrease the
efficiency by detecting out-scattered charged particles from
neutron reactions near the counter edges.
The introduction of shielding material around the neu¬
tron counter may also prove useful in removing background
events.

Veto counters are effective in removing the charged

particle background but do nothing to elimanate the back¬
ground from neutral particles.

Enclosing the sides of the

neutron counter with shielding material would hopefully re¬
duce both sources of background.

However, the addition of

a large mass of material around the neutron detector may ac¬
tually increase the background, due to scattering from this
material.

Thus, it is difficult to predict the overall ef¬

fect of shielding the neutron counter, and such an effect
can best be determined experimentally.
In future three-body breakup experiments, one would
like to be able to simultaneously measure the cross sections
for p-p and n-p quasi-free scattering.

Such a measurement,

however, requires a TOP arm arrangement similar to that pre¬
sently used, with two wire planes and two scintillators in
front of the neutron counter.

These counters produce in-

scattered protons which can be vetoed by improved anti¬
counters and neutrons which cannot be removed, even by
shielding.

To reduce the in-scattering of neutrons, the

plane stands can be made less massive, but this requires
extensive work and still does not remove all of the scatter¬
ing.

A better approach would be to experimentally measure
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the amount of in-scattering by placing additional material
near suspected scattering sources and noting the result.
Hopefully, such a procedure would allow one to determine the
scattering well enough to apply a correction to the data
which would completely remove the effect of in-scattered neu¬
trons.
Future experiments might also be improved by a more
complete diagnosis of the TOF measurement.

In particular,

it would be helpful to know the size and effect of discrimi¬
nator "walk" in order to predict the shape of the neutron
TOF spectra.

Since such "walk" is a function of the rise

time and amplitude of the neutron signal, measurement of the
neutron counter pulse height would prove useful in the anal¬
ysis of the experiment.
B.

Improvement of the Experimental Method
The results of section V indicate that the experimental

method employed in this experiment is not a reliable means
for calibrating a high energy neutron detector.

This method

suffers principally from the fact that the accuracy of the
spectator model in predicting quasi-free n-p and p-p scat¬
tering at high energies is unknown.

Several other methods

exist which should provide better measurements of the neu¬
tron detection efficiency at high energies.
One possible improvement employing the present proton
beam and deuteron target is to detect both protons from threebody breakup reactions to determine the position and energy
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of the neutron.

An advantage of this technique is that it

requires only minor modifications of the present experiment¬
al apparatus, as long as only one proton momentum is mea¬
sured.

The cross section for producing two detectable pro¬

tons in conjunction with a high energy neutron, however, is
very small, even at the kinematical locus for final state
interactions.

Also, it may be necessary to measure the mo¬

menta of both protons in order to restrict the reaction mech¬
anism to three-body processes.

Due to the three-body kine¬

matics, a rather large uncertainty exists in the calculated
neutron angle, which requires that the neutron counter be
placed near the target.

Since this is typically a region of

high background, improvements in the veto counters, as des¬
cribed in the previous subsection, are necessary.

Even

though this method has some limitations, it is considered an
improvement over the present technique.
The best method for measuring the detection efficiency
at high energies employs neutrons from elastic n-p scattering,
as described in section I.

The drawback of this technique

is that it requires an incident high energy neutron beam with
a known energy spectrum.

It is difficult and impractical to

try to produce such a beam except in a facility designed for
this purpose.

However, if such a beam were available and in¬

cident on a liquid hydrogen target, the energy and position
of the elastically scattered neutron could be determined by
measuring the energy and position of the recoil proton.

Mea¬

surements of the recoil proton are commonly performed with a
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proton range telescope.

These measurements, however, could

be improved by using a magnetic spectrometer employing multi¬
wire proportional counters.

An advantage of the n-p scat¬

tering method is that the energy and position of the neutron
are determined to an accuracy comparable to the accuracy with
which the proton energy and position are measured.

Thus,

with a knowledge of the n-p cross section, a known flux of
scattered neutrons can be obtained with spatial, angular,
and energy distributions which are well-defined.
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VII.

CONCLUSIONS

Three main conclusions can be drawn from this experi¬
ment.

First, the calculations of the detection efficiency

appear to be very consistent and quite reasonable throughout
the energy range investigated.

These calculations are there'

fore believed to be a good estimate of the actual detection
efficiency at high energy.
served

Secondly, the discrepancies ob¬

between the measured and calculated efficiencies can

be explained in terms of nuclear in-scattering and defects
in the spectator model predictions.

Nuclear in-scattering,

however, is most likely the dominant source of this discrep¬
ancy, since deficiencies in the spectator model are largely
speculative.

Thirdly, because of its dependence on the

spectator model, the calibration technique used in this ex¬
periment is not a satisfactory method.

If a neutron beam is

unavailable, the best alternative method involves detecting
the two protons from p-d breakup to define the position and
energy of a beam of neutrons.
The importance of performing the calibration measure¬
ment using an improved experimental method should be empha¬
sized.

Hopefully, such a technique will allow one to deter¬

mine the detection efficiency to an accuracy better than the
±10% ascribed to the calculations.

In future p-d breakup

experiments, an accurately calibrated neutron counter will
prove to be a valuable asset which essentially doubles the

reaction mechanisms which can be studied
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APPENDIX A
Monte Carlo Calculation
Since the solid angle is a complex function of several
variables, a Monte Carlo calculation was used to simulate
the experiment.

The scattering position within a specified

beam-target intersection volume was randomly chosen, the an¬
gles of the scattered particles 1 and 2 were chosen isotrop¬
ically, and the proton momentum p^ was uniformly selected
over a specified range.

Those events which intercepted all

the counters and the magnet opening were binned as functions
of the individual parameters, p^, Pg, <J>^r '

an<

^

§2°

In addition, a histogram of the Pg momentum was made in which
each accepted event was weighted by its calculated phase
space.

This histogram gives the distribution which would be

expected for Pg if the matrix element were constant.
To investigate the differences in the solid angles for
tag 3 and tag 4 events, the effects of scintillator S2 and
planes PI and P2 were removed from the calculation for tag 3
events, but included for tag 4 events.

Only negligible dif¬

ferences in the number of accepted events were observed in
the two cases, indicating the same solid angle for neutron
and proton events.
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APPENDIX B
Computer Programs
The listings of the major programs used in the analy¬
sis of the experimental data are presented in Fortran IV.
These programs fall into three general catagories:
V

1) Analysis Programs— These programs accept valid tag
3 and tag 4 events, calculate the histogrammed quantities,
and perform the background restrictions.

The program DODATA

with subroutines KINE and MOM are given.
2) Fitting Programs— The programs LEEST and SMINV,
which fit the cross section data with a Legendre polynomial
series, are given.

Also included is the program BINOM, which

fits a binomial probability distribution to the experimental
data to determine the data quality.
3) Monte Carlo Program— The program MONTE is presented
with its associated subroutines.

This program performs the

Monte Carlo calculation which is described in Appendix A.
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SUBROUTINE

DUDATA

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES ALL THE HISTOGRAMME!) QUANTITIES AND
PERFORMS BACKGROUND CUTS ON THE DATA

8nMM0N/CUT/cS!TiîîÙT2,CUT3,CUT4,CUT!>tCUT6,CUT7,ÇUTl*,ÇyTy;CUT10,
.in 11
u*ciiTi2.cuTi3,çuii4,çyns.çuïi6,çyîi7,çuTiRttin
1 CUT
»CUT12*CUT13 *CUTIA*CU113*CUT16*CUT17 *CUII« ,Ctii iy*çiii.2o.
iv*cui'*u,
I CUT2lîCUT22*CUT?3lCi»T2AÎcuT25.ÇUT26,CyT27.ÇyT2H.CUl2V,Cyr30
COMMON I RUN, I US t R) , I PR <«> ,IDlSI«) ♦ID I * Hi iIHISTIIDIj 10 ) ,KHIST( 31»?n
COMMON /EA1L/IBTAG.IHTEV, IGfcV?* JGEV, U02* 110,M ISSt 1£ J
COMMON/INPn/RAU»CUSRt SINRtCOSL ,S iNLtS 1NMI .Ç0SM1 *C0SM2*
IT ANM l»TANM2*L*lOPll6)*A<13)»T SCAL»T SCAR ,TIIEL$H . fUER Sh,
2THfcTN,PHIN,ANGL »ANGR »PC* TH»CUT1AO ),MAGH*6BEL *TUENSM
COMMftN/OAT / I X < 30 ) *ITAG
8
COMMUN/MAGNET/Ut A, 3) , VI A,3.3) » Ml SI

SI H ROOT INE MOM(KX*lH, KY • PH » DEL * T HUUT ,U*V«W*K* IIJRU)

c

CALLTROTATfiFlïxVsVîlXI6>.LI3)»XL1*YL1»ZLl*COSL *SINL )
CAIL ROTATE (IXIVl* IX(HI*L1A),XL2,YL2*ZL2,CUSL*SINL)

1

15

,

î, :'IïIÏ5;|ïITI!<UZI/.*.NI-çU*L«H.

?HETL**AVAN(SQKT I (XL2-XLI) **?♦( VL2-Y1.1I **2> /(7L2-/L1 ) I
PHILT-ATAA MYL2-YL1) /IXL2-XLI) I
RADA « 100./RAU
THETRT
» THETN
PHIRT * PHIN
ITHL *(THE T LT-AWGL)*RAUA
IPHL«PHILT*RAUA
-LATE MOMENTUM
, ,
.
_ .

S«*!M

UXIM)-IX(AI)/(L(7)+20.)
SXJ»l!X!7)rIXiS))/^7^
SXI*IIX..
sxn«iixti
CALL * MOM U X(7 î J SX îilX < « >,SYT♦DEL♦SXO,U,V,W,?,! UP I 2))
PI*PC#OFL+PC
TAU1*.OOA236*SQR1IP1**2+A<H))/PI
IPP»Pl/20.-9.
El*SORl (PlafZ+AtR))
upj 1*P 1 /E1
C
0Ë1* ( .«SQ+.PA/SINLlwl.A/HET 1**2
Pl*Pl+OEl/BETl
Tl=fcl-AI 3>*H1E1
CALCUl ATE OVMAI;
vi»n xm+u ii)*sxi)/<cnsMi+siNMi#s*i>
V2*(IX(9) -L(12)*SX0) /(C0SP2-SXIW.SINM?)
invMAG»(V1-V?)
!OSY»(MI*.t3)*IX l«)+U<A,A)*SYf + 2.*V(A,3»3)*lXlM*l)fcl+? .*V(A,A,:>>*
* SY!*nFL-SYO)*lOOO,
CALL^KINEI I0PI3) * T B * PI » P2* 1*3 ♦ TAt.'l * IAU2,1HETLT* PHIL I *
ITHbTRT,PHlKT.Af10P.ÀUlEEI
TOE CALC. LFPT
TlMELC»TA0l*L(101
TIE ELM«lXU3)*TSCAL-roM.$H
10TL«<TIMELM-TIMELC)*10.
TOE RIGHT
TIMEKC ■ TA07*UHI
TIMBRE * ÏXnt>)*lSCAK-ÏOENSH+U13)v1Aul
IOTN » ITlMERh-1 IMEKC)«I0.
TIMEPC»1AU2*L <9)
TIMFPM-IX ( lA) *TSCAR-T0ERSH+TA01*LU3)
IOTP » mMEPM-T IKEPC) *10

BO
R5

C
91
92

SIIVROOT INE K!"E (KHYP,TK,Pl,P?2,P32tTAUl, IAU22,
ITMl.PHl,TH2,PH2,A,I0P,A0IEE,IH2CI
THIS SUBPROGRAM CALCULATES
REI Al I VIM IC TNO-MtiUY AND

THE

KINEMAIICAL

I HR Er-BUOY

OUAMITIES

INTERACTIONS

PI MENS ION At 13) , 10PI 16)
STl*SiMTMl)
(.11 a COSI IMI )
S12«Mw| IH2)

ISTA(9,ZINTI
HISTAIIOTYINTI

CALL HI ST 1(11*1 OSYI
CALL HISim?*IOVhA(,J
0
CALL 7ER0UC0T* 11)
• HR. I XI lb! «GT.C0T2
I ÏU HI I *1
FUX05l.LT.cni
, PI.GT.COT A
) MUT 171»!
COT 3
El Pl.LT.C
_ YNI"
.CUT7
.OR. 101 L.G1
.CIO H
lC.Ol|A)»l
ÇU'.’J.t•!-1
iü;cüi
Vo '} l'ïriïiii)!»
E12INT.LT.CUT*#
.OR.7 INT.G (.CUT 10
CItAlai
^.R,Y!NT.M.C0T17
) ICOI
16*
EtYINT.LT.COlll
'’
13
.OR.IDSY.GT.COTIA
I ! TUI * *
OSY.LT.COT13
I ICOI I «)*!
OVMAG.LT .CUTIS
.OK. IOVKAG.M .Cull*
X ( 1A )»LT.COT 17
.0R.ÎXI1A).Gf.COTlM
, ^,,.>7,-.
XI IA) .LT.CUT19
.OH. 1XH AJ ,M .CMI2I
I ILOlll'Dai
0IP.LT.C0T21
.OR.101 P.IT.CUT??
I !COHU!»l
DO !»7 I ®1,11
„
1EUC0T (11 .EQ.O) GU TU 37
J ■ 1
Missin • Missm+i
CONTIEtlF
IEIJ.EQ.O! CALL HIS ï11 7 »lDT M
IE I IOTN.GE.CUTb
•AND.IOTN.LE.CoTA
) GO IU Mi
MISSIS) » NISSISI+l
J » 1
IEtJ.EO.0) GO TO B3
MISSI12) « MISSU?) ♦ l
GO TO <7?
CONTINUE
IMA,PI)
CALL
ST A(5 «P2)
CALL
ISTAIA.P3)
CALL
ST I(13*1101)
CALL
STI IIA.IPHL)
CALL
STAI15 *11)
CALL
ST I 116,1X116))
CALL
STI117,1X11A))
CALL
STK IB* IU1 R)
CALI
.
ST A(19 *XlNl)
CALL H STA(2H*CUI(3o))
1 MORE GOOD FVENT
CALL 1NC2<1GEV *IGEV2)
IE1IXI1)*1X12)*IXI3)* 1X(A)i
MISSl 16) » MKiSl 16) ♦ 1
RETURN
ENO

ni t n=i

57

OTMEMSino UlA.3) «VIA ,3» 3).HI 5)»7IA)
EOMIVAI EN Cl- IX,7(11 ) , IY.7Ï3I)
* MOMENTUM DEVIATION
■ (MOM-MOMCENTRAL)/MOMCENTRAL
71?) * TH
7(A) » PH
GO TO (1,2,101 IORI)
EIKST lIRIIFR TRANSPORT MATRICES
1 OEL * IT HI II i 1—01 K , I )*KX-U(K,?)*IHI/0|K,3)
RETURN
SECOND ORDER
? A = V(K,S,*M
natUK»?)
X = K.<
V»K Y
on 3 I »1,2
3 K*M + 7in»'?|N,3fI)v^
Ca-TH(Mn+UK.i) VX+III K«4)*T:<
nil A 1 a 1 , A
on A j=1,A
IE U-j|A,S,/,
A r»C + /(!)*/( .I»*V(K,I ,J1*2.
GO (O M
s cat +7m*7u)*VIA,i ,n
A
I fl’OE
DEL * (-M+SGR|(h*E-A,*A*r.n/?.*A
REfORhOMIEORM EÏEI.II n'lOEl
)H»X SLOPE IN, !oilUI«X SlUPfc OUI
Hi (-Ai ) = O-n ) - |Mi*H > ) ) / SORT n ,||+T H*TH)
G.U +
i *, (M)/MD H I .+ 0*1 i‘l I * I noon
OEL = t ' m+M :*))/<! A.'.|+GJE/)-l .
PETl Rl"
EM<

OEL

SYL • ( IX 16 I-l XI B) I /(l. (7)+20. I
YL * IX<6>+SYL*(L(3I-10.)
OV » O.
XINT ■ O.
VINT * YL

CALL

THIS SlIBkOUT T NH CALCULATES THE PARTICLE MUMENTUM AS
MEASURED BY THE MAGNET, USING A UNIFORM HELD MODEL
OR A FIRST OR SECOND ORDER CALCULATIUN BASED
UN THE rll-LO HAP .

2
GM *0161*M !1AI*61*62*62*62,62*62*62*62*62,820),KHYP
G » -A(7)“CT 1
7 « (,**2-A( 11)
h . G»A(1A)
X=K*<.?-7aA( IH)
IE(X)B20,12*12
1? PI ?»I-B-SORTIX))/I2.#Z)
P32 IS PI CALCULA)EU-Pl MEASURED
P32»P12-P1
XMa-Pl2»ST1
ZMafl<7)-P12*CTl
P22»S(tRl t XM#XM
T All22a.DOA?36*SOR (P22**2+A|»)n /P22
PH2C*PHl + 3.lAli>V
STH2CaPl2*SI1/P22
t.TH2CaSORl U.-SIH2CW*?) „ ^
„ . ...
COST 12«r.l?*ClH2C+STH2C*ST2*CUS(PH2C-PH2)
GHT=l.-C0Sll?**2
I E ( GHl «1.1 .0 ■ )GH I «0 .
ADlEEaSORl(GHI)
TH2C*AIAN(STH2C/CIH2C)
GO TO 920
6? CP2“C.0S I PH2-PH1 )

6)

IN ( PH2~PH 1 )

G=-M7)*CT2+P1*< SllaST2*CP2+CTl*CT2)
GHI»(A(6)-SDR1(A(8)+P1**2)»**2
H=A(10)-A(9)+A(12)+P1**2-2.*P1*A(7)*CTl-GHI
/ =l,w«?-GH I
Ba
G#H
CaH»H-A.«A<9)»GHI
x a HV*?-7«C
IE (X)820*21 *21
?1 XaSQRl(X)
P22®1—B—X)/(2«*Z)
IE HOP 16) .E0.2)P22*(-B+X)/I2.*Z)
IFIP2? )820,23*23
23 F?2aSi»R1 IA(9)+P22*A2)
1AU?2 a#ooA236*E22/P22
IE(KHYP.FO.9) GO HI 30
?1 XM—(R1«SU ♦P22*ST?*CP2)
YMa -P22*ST2*SP2
7M»AI7)-(P1*CTI+P?2VCT2)

P32aSoR|(XM#XM+YM*YM+ZM*ZM)
IE(KHYP.EO.lO.UR.KHYP.EO.il)GO TU AO
GO TO 920
AO CT3a(AI7)-P22*CT?-Pl*CTl)/P32
PR1?*P3?**2+At12)
-2.*P32*A(7>*CT3
AR12a|A(6)-S0R1(At10)+P32*»2))**2-PRl2
1FIAK12.LT.0.00)AR12“0.0
P3?*SORTlAR12)-A13)-A(A)
P32 IS ACTUALLY 1*2 RbALTIVE ENERGY
30 PR13M«P22**2+A(12)
-2.*P22*A17>*CT2
AR 13*|A(6)—SORT(A(9)♦P22**2))**2—PR13M
IFIAR13 )«20,32,32
3? P32*SOkTIAK13)-A(3)-A(3)
P32 IS ACTUALLY 1,3 RBALTIVE ENERGY
GO TO 920
RZO TAU22»-1.
P22=-lOOO.
P32a-I000.
920 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

EUR
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• FAST SQUARES FITTING TU POLYNOMIALS
THIS PROGRAM GIVES COEFEICIENIS ANÜ WMCEKT AINTY IN COEFEIC IËNTS

SIKR0II1INF SMlNVIAtNK)
MATRIX

INVERSION BY PART ITIUMING

N ■ NUMBER UF l)A1 A PU1N1S *«
MI - MINIMUM PULY FIT **

*B( 10) »BCKT 110(1)

DIMENSION GllO),H(tOn>,YI99),THtTAI99),7erAlV9>»COEEI10),UNCUO>,
IF 199 I »POLY (99» 201 .TITLE(40)
1 FORMATIlHl////) ckk
3 FORMAI(5IBX.F12.5))
4 FORMAT(F7.2,4F/.4)
2

FORMAT (ÎHOIT15,‘X

',1311,' XI FIT) *,T55,*UNC* ,T70,*NURM VlhlDSTyo*

9 'FORMAT VlMO,TIO» MlRUER * « 130* 'CDEM *T5<1* «CHEF UNO * » 170» 'NORM CHEF* »
IT90» 'NORM CUFF WvC )
T30, *Y( INPUT I *,T50, 'DEL I IN) • .170, * Y( F ! ( )*,T95»
7 FORMAT ilH0,T15, *X* ,T3
.
16

FORMAT(iH0,10X,40A2)
1

,

H

FO*! ’*! <HHO>

k

ISU«FIO»&)

,THfcTM

U*BIWMI I
C-l./C
A< )*4llltO
+r.#Bll)**2
A(2)«-B( l)*f.
A( NK + 1 ) -A(2)
IMN-MM 101, 100,1(10
N-N+ 1
M«N»N+20(NK-N)
C-A(N)
IND-N-1
DU 10 I-l,1NÜ
H(I I*0.
Oil 11 M-l.INU
J*N+NK«IM—1)
K»M+(I-l)*NK k
HI IDAIJ)'‘AlK)+blI)

KFAO(1,6)N
IF IN-99)261,230,250
251 CONTINUE
READ!1,8)(TITLE II) » 1-1,401
IHI 12 I » 1 »N

.

RFAIM 1,47)THETA! II » Y111 ,7 FT A11)

, INI)
N-l)
,,IwO

P ®J+I

12 CONTINUE
HT«2*MF
no 4h 1 * 1 »N
POLY(1,1I « 1.
POLY(1,21 > lHbTA(I I

BCH T (K)-(H(M) *C) *H 11 )
m 30 M* 1 » INI)
DO 30 t»l , INI

44 POLYU^Ûl-î (2*1 J-2I+l)*fHfcIAin*»MiLYU ,J-l>-< J-2)*PULYII.J-2>)/
l(J-l)
no 98 |-1,N k
. ,
WRITE (6,991 (PULY (I ,J) ».)*1,MT>
99 FORMAT I1H0,10F10.3)
98 CUNT INI IF
DO 82 M-Ml,MF
00*106 L»1,N|
SUMG-0.0
DO 105 I«1»N
105 SUMG-SUMG+Y ( 11 *POLY ( I ,L)/(7E)A( I) 1**2
G(L)»SUMG
DO 11? K-1,N1
KL-M*(L-1)+K
SUMH-0.0
(XI 10 I * 1 »N

K- l + ( i“—1 >-(N-i)
A(J)-A(J)+hCHT(K)
IF («—1 )40 ,40,30
K aN + NK — (I-l)
J-N-i
AIK)—HIU*C
K* (P-1 J4NK+1
A(K)e-h(I)*C
CUIM) INUF
J»N*M+2*(NK-N)

A(J)-C
IF(N-NK)101,100,100
IF »*OK THEN THE MATRIX INVERSION
A HAS KEEN REPLACED BY A-lNVERSE
RM URN
END

IS COMPLETE,

ANO

10 !>UMH»SUMH+P()LYII »LS) /(7HAII ) 1**2
H(KL)*SUMH
11? CONTINUE
106 CONTINUE
INVERT THF HIK,0
CALL

MATRIX

SM16V(M,N1)

DO 40 K-1,N1
SUMA®0.0
OU 38 L *1»Nl
KL»N1#(K-1>+L
38 : >UMA»SUMA+H(KL)
Mil-1- IM ®M*n«
40 CONTINUE
CALCULAT F THF CHI

PROGRAM MINOR
THIS PROGRAM FITS THE DATA Til A HlNUMAL PKOHAH I L ITY. DISTR I BUT I UN
AN|) CALCULATES THE REUOCEII CHl-S»UAPE DE THE FIT

*(,( L)

SnUARfcO

SUM-0.0
00 44 K*1,N1
44 SUM-SUM+CUfcFIK)*PULY(I,Kl
F(11“SUM
45 SUMC-SUMC+(V11l-F(1 I> **2/(7KIAIT))**?
CALCULATE THE UNCERTAINTY

IN A(K)

AN2-N-N1-1
CHISO-SUMC/ANg
WRITF(6,9)(TlfLEI1),1-1.40)
WRIT F(6,5)
DO 55 K*l,Hl
KK»Nlw(K-l)+K
llNC ( KI - SORT IHIKK) *CHlS<->)
FIT ®K-1
FITN«CUEF(K)/CUEF(1)
DF ITN-UNC(K I/COEF(1)
55 WRITE (6*3) FIT, CllEF Ik) ,UNC(K) ,E1 TMM1I»
WR li fe (4 * ioM.HâSU
WK IÏE( t> , 7 )
OU 81 I-i,ii
nVTN-YUf-FU»
81 «RIT F 16,3) TUPTAU ) ,V(I ) ,7FTA( I) ,F( I ) *UV1 N
MU)TF(6.M
TMFT-THETII
201 IFITHETM-TMCT )H2,202,202
202 CONTINUE
FIT-0.0
DFITS-0.0
00 200 K-1,N1
L S-K — lFIT S-T HFT*-LS
nFiTs-(uNC(K)»Fns)**2+uFns
200 F IT-FIT+FITS-ClJEF(K)
DFIT -SORT(OFITS)
FITN-FIT/C0FF(1)
OFITN-UFIT/COEF(1)
WRITE(6.3)TMFT.FIl,0EIT,FITK.OFITN
THFT-THF1+UTHET
GO TO ?01

82 CONTINUE
GO TU 100
250 CONTINUE
CALL EXIT
6N0

DIMFNMUN H1NU(25,12),CH|SO|25) ,DATAI 12)
WR ITF16,701
9 REAUU.lO) NETS.RANGE,STEP
10 FORMAT(15,?FS.2)
RFAU(1 »]l) TAGS,RUES,(DATA(l),1-1,NPTS)
IT FORMAT(13F5.0)
WRITE(6,21) TAGS,HUES,RANGE,STEP
20 FORNAT I IHI ,?0X, *B1 NIMIAL II)
MI ST
MKI
R1 BUT
nui TON
HIM FIT*)
r 11 *1
21 FORMAT(1H0.//IM0,IOX,*TAGS
'
''
GS -*,F4.0.5X,'BUFFERS
-*,F6.0,3X,'RANGE
1*F4,2 » 5X * STFP - 1 ,F6. 3/lHID
(l,9X, * PP OH ',6X »1DISTR IHUT I UN UF TAG3'/1H
2?|Xt'0*,6X,'l»,bX»'2
»*3**6X»*4*»6X»'3',6X, '6*,6X,'7',6X,'8*,6
,6X, •10',6X,'CHI SO*)
HPRUB « ((AGS/BUFS)/10. ♦ RANGE/?.
PfillH » HPR(lB—RANGE
CHI sail) « 0.
DO 34 0*1*25
1)0 38 1-1,1?
38 H INl 1 ( J, I ) « O.
39 CONTINUE
J ■ 1
40 Jt • J+l
CHISOI “
no 4i .
MlTUH ■ 11-1
B I NU 1.1,1 ) » FACT I 10) /( FACT (I-l) 4FACT (NUTOB > >* I PR(IB**( I-l > >*( 1.IPROH) 44NOTOB-HUFS
41 CH|SO(J)-(BIN|l (J,I ) —DA (A(l))**2/ll DATAI I ) ) * ( NPTS-2 ) ) +CHI S0( J )
4? IF(CHfSO( J-D-CHISIX J) ) 44,43,43
43 ,11. - .1
,
HPROB - PROM

44 PROB - PROH 4- STEP

IFUl-25) 445,45,45
446 IFIPKOB-HPROH) 40,40,43
45 PROB - (1AGS/BUFS)/10,
WRITE(6,22)PRUb,IDATAII
2? FORMAT ( 1H0, *I)AT A ' » 4~ * "■
PRIlBL ■ HPKI1H—STEP
PROBH » HPRIIB+S1EP
WRlTF(6,23)PRObL»(BtNU(JL—1,1),1-1*11 ),CHIS0(JL-1)
WRITF(6,?3)HPRUB,(BINUIJL*f).I-1,11 ),CHJSO(JL )
WKITE(6,23)PRUHH.(HINU(JL+I.l), 1-1,11 ),CHISO(JL+l)
23 FORMAT ( 1H0, *HINIl • , 4X« F6.4.3X, 11F7.0,3X,B7.2)
GO TO 9
END

82

GO 1U 13
?5 T F((X(IR)-XR(18))**Z+IYI1«)-YR(1H))+*2-XM(1H)**2>28,2 8,27
27 MPI1H) * MP()H)+1
GO T0 13
2R CONTINUE
XMh=R(7)f(l.-CTH»7))+X(7)
IPIAHS< XMM-XR(H) ) -XM I 7 ) )95,95»96
96 MP(14)*MPI14)+1
(VI TU 13
95 CUM INUF
NGU()U=NGIXm+l , „ „
1HR2»SX(l4)+5Y(14)+*2/I2.*TTH?)

THriSKpKflGKAMYpfcRFORM$ THÉ ^uF,$?fiiUcCALCULAT IÜN ANU
CALCULATES THE PREDICT 60 DISTRIBUTIONS
WSSRî'S^îlUiiiïKWuAÏUÎMilSI.sviiHi.HMiiôï.^P.xciH
fOim
iUI tnuuFfVM'
i»;i
STH(loi;H(ini
tClHJLO),THP.
tfHL,PHH,PHL.THU
! VÀ,XÀ,S,XN,I0AilOt,14) ,YKU8 ,PÇI5)
CO HW) H SÏHl,STH2»CÏHl,CTH2,ÏH( 101
RAl>4 = lfiO./ATAN(l.)
31 RF AU(1,47)Z 4„ . _ , M
IF(Z(2)-.001)291,291,33
33 RFAIH 1,47)XM
READ 11 * 47)YM
RFAIM 1 ,4 7 ) XK
I «KUUJ
IVSKUBUIÎRUO)

THR=TW?+THR2

PHR=>3.14159-SY(14) /(STH2+SXI14)*C1H2)
PH2*PHR-PHL
00 120 IRB*l,2
IF I PC U RH)-ï.)120#120#119
119 pp«p*pc(I RH)
IP • PP/10.-IPAOJ
CALL UH 1ST (IRhtIPt—1##Ï0A» XL) A)

1

REA!M 1;4H!TH1,TH?,TB,S,MPM«ITVPE,HNZ, I0P,I1GT,IPAUJ
IF(NNZ)34,34,35

34 NM Z =3 (1000
RFAUU»46)PC
Î,4 6)A(1),AI2)»AI3)»A|4) »A( 5)
RF AO
RFAIM ,J40)ABC
46) THM1,THM?

l 30 i^At ^KINTAIPP^HL?ÏHK?PH2,TB,P3,E13,»>HSP* 1TYPE)
IF(11YPF-2)121,122,131
121 IXYZ*F13*4+1#
ITW*F13+1.
GO TU 123
122 IXY7*P3/5.+l.
1 TW*P3/?0.+l,
GO TU 123
131 1XYZ* 0.2*F13+1.
123 IRC*IRK+2
CALL UH 1ST URCfIXYZ»-!.* IDAtXDA)
CALL OHlST(|RH»lXYZ»PHSP»IÜA,XDA)
120 CONTINUE
ÎXYZ*7A*10.+50.
"ST (f
. .. .25
.
CALI UHI.ST (6, IXY7, -1.,IDA,XÜA)
IXYZ-PHL*KAD4+50.
CALI OMIS H7,1XYZ,-1. , IUA,Xl)A)
IXY7* 1 HR2 *KAI)4+50•
CALL UH I S T IR» IXY7. •—1 • ♦ IUA»XI)A)
IXY Z *(PHR—3 #14159)*RAU4+50 #
CAI I UH 1ST I9f IXY7»-1*. » IMA.XUA)
1XY?»(XMM-XRIH))*?.+50. .
CA| L UH1ST(10 * IXY7 »-l*♦î DA * XOA)
IFIAHSIXI
5))-XM(15)710.) 700,700*750
........
700 I F ( AHÜi ( VI 5))-YF(15)/10.j, 701,70^,750
701 ÎFIAHSIX ( lh) ) —XM ( 16) /!(>•) 702,702,750
70? IF(AHS(Y(
'• 6) )-YM 16 710. ) 703, (03,750
703
IF(AHS(X 17))-XM(17)710.)704,704,750
704 IFIAHKIYI 7))—Y M(17)/10.) 705,705,750
705 CALL UH I S I 2,1 P,-l. ,IUA,XI)A)
750 COUTINUF
CONT 1M)F
COM INUF
LLL *L I.
1 COM INUF
CllM INUF
WR 11 F (6,52) UL,<vGUM)
FORMA
'*
WR 11 F

WRÎVF~6 »47)Z

147
46
47
4B

6 *4 7 ) XM
6,47)YM
6»47)XR
' 47)YH
TEl6Î4H)THl,lH2»TBtStKPH»n YPfc,NNZ, IUP , II U T , IPAUJ
TH
WRITE!..,
WR T F 16 » 147 ) ABC ,
FORMAT</«HF14.4,/*8E14.4,
FORMATI5F10.2)
FORMAT 116F*>«1/2F5* 1 )
FriKMAT(3Fl0.1.P10.B,815)
“
(RF 10# 31
(1HF7.3)

Éï

HSKIîflKMtfïBSl
on

200
DO 200

io»l*i4
IP*l»101

?oo inA(iP,ifi)*o

n

XN*78.634571
ZZR*Z(15)

A{7I«SORIÎTB*ITB+2.+A(lI))
AC8)*AI3)#*2

A(9)*A(4)**2

A(14)«A(12)+A(9)-A(H)-A(11)
Al15)*A(14)»w2-A(13)
STH1»SIN(TH1)
CTHl*COSnHi)
TTH1-S1H1/CTH1
ÇTH2*CUS(TH2)
STH2*S1N(TH2)
„
TTH2 » S1H2/CTH2
00 2 J»1,36
MP(J)»0
H<7)*.0151
HI 6)*»2 *H<7>
H(6)* #6*H(7)
H(R )*.6*H(7)
H(9)*,2 •HI 7)
DO 3 1*1,10
I R(I)“1*E ?
OU 5 K*1,18
(K)*0.
?. (K)*0.
SX(K)«0,
SY(K >»0.
DU 51 LL***UO-:
UO 19
»I(PM
MMP»)
CALL RANOIS,XO,KH)
Z A m AHCI16)*S-AHCI16)
CALL RAM) (S,XU,KB)
XA»ABC(11) *5—ABC (12)
CALL RANCH S-XM,KB)
YA*ABC(13>*S-AHC<14)
Z(2)» Z ZL -ZA*CTH1-XA*STH1
X(t>»7Â*STHl-XA*CTHl

Kl WR] TF (6,125) I Xl>A I K»KA) ,K*l,l0l)
125 FORMAIï10F10.1)
GU TU 31
CALL FXIT
FNI)

SUR RI IUT I NE MAG1
SUBROUTINE WHICH TRANSFORMS
THROUGH THE MAGNET

SYU)

IP(AttSIX(1+1j —XR11 +1))—XMI 1^11)1,1,2

MMP*-1

MPI 1 + 1)*MP(1 + 1) + 1
IF(A5S(YU + 1)“YRU + 1) >-YM< 1 + 10 3,3,6

1

SUBROUTINE

Ilfl).P.SXIIR),SY(lfl),MP(36),MMP»X118),Y118)
COMMUN ZI1H),XMI18),YMI18)
1,XR(1R)il,R(10),SIH(10),H(10),CTH(10),THR,THL,PHR,PHL,TH1,TH2,ZA,
‘
■
'10).
2 YA,XA,S,XN,IDAilOl,14),YR(18),PC(5)
COMMON STHl,STH2,CTHl,CTH2,THli0)
1 SXI 1 + 1)*SXU )

iiwiüüsiïtti
fe:|Çïï»îim«ÏTK«ï?T1HU

xu + i)*xm + izu+i)

ABC! 5 ) 4S-AHCI 5, 72 ,
CALL RAMO IS»XN»KB) „
SYI14)—YA/ZTF+ ABC!6)*S-AHC<6)72.
CALL RAN(MS,XN,KB)
P*ABCI9)*S+ABCU0)

,.sxm

)4SY(I)
. ?
YII+ll'Ylll+mi+ll,,
r•
v...jâ
t
IFIAHSIXI I + U-XkU + 1) )-XMU + l) )5,5,

7 MMP*-)
MPII+1)*MP(1+11+1
RFTUKN
5 IF I AHS IY U + l)-YR U + l) >-YM< I + l) ) 4,4,9

“* srirvi.*.»,
CALL PL2PL
ÏPI MMP)13» 30* 30

9

(4) )

SX(5) (SX(4)+TTHF1)7Il.-SX14)*TTHHl)
TH(5)“ATANISX(5))
STH(5)*SIN(ÏH(5)1
00 il
1*5,9
Il
11 CONT INUF
IFISTHdO +1.)13,13,18
ïiy|*|Yj jLOJ + ISXI 10)7R(9) l*Y< 10)
18 :
S Y C11
)+TTHM2)/( l.-SXM
Y( ll)*ŸuÔ)+Z(ll )*SYI 10)

IF(ABSIX(11))-XM(11))61,61,60
60 MPI^11 ■ MPI 11) +1
61 IFIABSÎY(ll))-YM(ll))63,63,62

62 MP I29) « MP(29) ♦ 1
GO Tl) 13
63 00 20 1*11,12
CALL PL2PL
IFIMMP)13,20,20
20 CONTINUF

PL2PL

SUHRUU1INE WHICH 1RACES THE PARTICLE PATH FROM PLANE TO PLANE

Iïï:

a

MMP*-i
MPU + I9)«NPU + 19»+1

. RFTUKN
END

-ZA*CTH2+XA*S1H2

X?5^* OU4 )+Z(5)*SX(4)) /I CTHMJ-STHMI+SX

U+l) —R I I ) *ST HI 1 ))**2)-RU>*CTH<l )+X(I)
)
)7R(I)
l.-SIhll+l)«*2)
I+l)443)/6.
I)-TH|I + 1))*R11)

SYII + 1)*SY( I p

5X*(![) *-)U 1?^ZM* +AHCI7) *S“ABC( 7) /2 •
00 10 1*1,4
CALL PL2PL
1F(MMP)Ï3,10,10

30

TKAJECTURY

*SYH)-(SX(I )7k(l)-SX( D7RI !-l))*Ytl)

XU + 1)*S0RTIRII) ••2-1
STH(I + ll»SlHm-(Z (1 +
1&X( [ + lj«STHU + i)/SORT
THUfiUSTHH+l> + ('
(STH
Yii + i)*Yin+“

SY*! 1)2-YVI?^ZMM+AHC(8)«S-ABC( H)/2.

111

PARTICLE

CTH(!)*STH(I)7SXU)

JÇSÏlîlîttfiîWîim»

Z*( lÜI *Z7R

THE

COMMUN Z IlH),XM118),YM(IR)•P » S XI 18),SY(18) ,MP(36),MMP,XI 18) , Y ( 18 )
1,XR(18),1,RI 10),SIH(10),H(10),ClHl10),1 HR,1 HL,PHR,PHL,THl,1H2,lA,
2 YA,XA,S.XN,IUAI101,14),YR(18),PC(5)
COMMUN S1H1,STH2,CTH1,CTH2,TH(tO)
KID* P* 1.3137HU)

ÏFI ix(17)‘-XR(17))*42+(Y(17)-YHI17))**2-XMU7)**2) 25,25,
24 MP(l) ■ MP(1)+1

MPU + 19)«MPII + 19) + 1
4 RFTIIRN
END
SUBROUTINE RANIJI S ,XN,KH )
THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES RANDOM NUMBERS EUR ÎHÊ MUNIE CARLO
R»S*XN

1 I *K

S-R-IT+.001)001
IF(XN-150.)1,1,2
2 KH*I
) IF(XN—50.)3,3,4
3 KH*0
4 IF(KH)5,5,6
6 XNaXN+,000251
GO TO 7
6 XM-XN-.000129
7 UPTURN
END
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